
Museum piece, furniture, or 
microscope? 

Whatever it is it certainly isn’t pocket 
sized… 



Alan Wood very kindly suggested that I didn’t have to actually bring my latest acquisition 
to the meeting, given the potential problems of getting it on the Tube. I am eternally 
Grateful… 



It’s a photomicrography bench originally commissioned by the Imperial Cancer 
Research Fund in late 1953 and delivered some time during 1954 – took six months 
to supply. Built by R & J Beck and ordered by E. Victor Willmott, who is considered 
to be Britain’s first medical photographer. 



Original letter accompanied the quote for the bench – no sign of the quote though! 



The bench was clearly used extensively during the 1950s and beyond and was probably 
state of the art for that era but eventually it became obsolete and languished in a 
basement from the 1980s – fortunately a dry basement! 
 
Thankfully it was rescued from almost certain skipdom by an employee and – as is  
often the case with this sort of equipment – it ended up on Ebay 

Yes, I know, it’s a 
completely 
ludicrous price! 



The bench in its temporary domestic setting – at least I’m told it’s temporary… 

Soon to be moved into my study as a permanent fixture, it will be better on a concrete floor. 



Half plate bellows camera, rail fitted with remote focus rod 



The rail lenses, shutter and field diaphragm and filter support, followed by the ribbon 
filament light source which is adjustable in three axes. The lens unit at the left has two 
large field lenses screwed together, I assume only one was used at a time. It’s also fitted 
with a chain drive focus system. 

The ribbon filament lamp power supply is now controlled by a Variac to give a slow start up 
and shut down, which may preserve the bulb. It will replaced by an LED system for practical use. 



I negotiated the purchase of all of the following accessories for a modest additional cost  

Additional plain stage, two sets of objectives, immersion condenser, darkfield condenser 
multiple eyepieces, spare condenser mount, long focal length objectives 





Phase contrast condenser set 
There’s also a matching set of four phase 

Objectives not shown here. Oddly, the 
8mm phase ring is not marked with 

the magnification. 



Quick release objective changers with 
polariser analyser and compensator. 
The analyser has severely degraded 

and delaminated, now replaced 
with a film analyser, not ideal but 
Seems to work reasonably well. 
Another four change rings are 

included but not shown 



Projection lens and 
“Auxiliary Microscope” 
which is the phase 
telescope 



Microscope body based on Beck Model 47, fitted with rotatable stage and polariser 



The model 47 microscope is equipped with remote coarse & fine focus 
(drive band missing from fine focus pulleys) 



Darkfield & Immersion 
Condensers 



The bench in use – photo is from article in the British Journal of Photography 
17 February 1967 

The charts on the wall were included in the purchase. 



I bought this in the first instance simply because I couldn’t 
stand the thought of it being bought cheaply by someone 
who would break it up to sell the parts separately, if it 
wasn’t useable my intention was to find a really good home 
for it, possibly in a museum. Having got it home I’ve fallen 
for its charms and I now intend to get it working as it 
should but with some concessions to the digital age. The 
ribbon filament bulb will be replaced with an LED system, 
but nothing will be changed, allowing it to be returned to 
original condition very quickly. 
 
I’m not going to get into developing half plate film! The 
bellows allow the use of a compact video camera and hides 
it completely so that is the way to go. I’ll mount a monitor 
on the wall behind the bench to make life easier. 



Obviously, this is clearly a very unusual setup, if anyone 
can assist in setting up the illumination system, 
especially the order and position of the field lenses, I’d 
be very grateful! 
 
Finally, although it’s now mine – and it’s not for sale! – I 
regard myself as the custodian of a piece of microscopy 
history and if anyone if near to or passing through 
Suffolk they are very welcome to call in to see it. I 
contribute to the Quekett Facebook page and can be 
contacted though that or email 
 

gordon.gosbeck@gmail.com 


